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What do I need to know?
Attach the converter under the food bowl, or directly to 
the collar, or to the animal‘s usual sleeping spot (use 2-3 
converters for larger animals or places).

How long does the converter work?
Its effectiveness lasts for at least 30 years.

i-like meta-converters are:
100% Swiss Engineering
100% Swiss Made

Effects of the food converter:
Animals are supplied with frequencies specifically 
programmed to their needs. They can thereby gain more 
vitality and balance.

i-like - the specialist for metaphysics and resonance
i-like Metaphysik GmbH, GBR-Zentrum, CH-9445 Rebstein, www.i-like.net

My consultant:

Use of the
animal converter

• under the food bowl
• under the water bowl
• directly on the collar
• at the sleeping place
• under the sleeping mat
• at their favourite place
• on the cage
• in the stable
• under the feed stock
• and many other places

animal converter 
for the well-being
of your pets

The animal converter from i-like is suitable for all types 
of small animals. It is used everywhere where there are 
pets: 

Benefit from other bioresonance products, such as 
Meta-Converters, sinus Body, Bamboo-Vitalplasters, 
CurSun+, Vitaldrink, F.X.-Balance products, bioreso-
nance cosmetics and many other valuable helpers in 
everyday life!



animal

The animal converter is suitable for all types of small 
animals, such as birds, hamsters, cats, dogs and more. 
The animal converter provides pets with information that 
is specifically tailored to their needs.

The information transfer from the converter to the pet 
helps activate its self-regulation. By strengthening your 
pet‘s bio-resistance, the animal converter can help your 
pet feel better. 

Possible negative effects of implanted microchips or 
adverse vaccination reactions can be pacified without
affecting their function or the vaccination effect.

At the same time, the animals have more vitality and 
become more balanced. This can generally be quickly 
observed in the improvement of their fur or plumage. 

Use the animal converter for your pets!

For the wellbeing
of your pets

What pet owners say
about the animal converter:

Good to know!
The animal converter is suitable for all types of small
animals, such as birds, hamsters, cats, dogs and 
more. The converter can be glued directly under the 
animal’s food bowl, at its sleeping place, in its stable, 
on its collar, etc., or left in its packaging and placed 
within a radius of max. 30 cm. The converter must not 
be bent, cut off or otherwise deformed. The converter 
is not waterproof (but is splashproof).

The animal converter 
offers pets more vitality 
and well-being.

For more information, 
please go to
www.i-like.net

Conclusion: From the canary to the Saint Bernard: All 
small animals can be revitalised with the animal converter. 
The converter is easy to use and can be placed wherever 
beloved pets are!!

Our cat always had to bite when you stroked it. 
Not firmly, but just to show he‘s the boss. This 
is not very convenient in a residential area with 
children. We activated his food with the conver-
ter. We wanted to improve his fur because he 
really loses a lot of hair. After several months his 
fur was perfect and he has become much calmer 
and gentler. He no longer bites and the children 
can now stroke him easily.

Our neighbours‘ dogs were always yapping and 
that was unpleasant. I found some pretext to give 
the neighbours an animal converter for a gift. 
Officially, of course, it was only to enhance their 
well-being. The result really amazed me. A few 
days later, my wife (who knew nothing about the 
affair) asked me: “Haven‘t you also noticed that 
the neighbours‘ dogs are much calmer now?” So 
I told her about the converters. She can hardly 
believe that it‘s due to this. But I am convinced 
that the dogs‘ change of behaviour is the result 
of the converters.

The i-like animal converter is scientifically supported by 
the health campus of St. Elisabeth University and other 
institutions.

Our dog had been limping and was in chronic 
pain for a year. The vet could only help him with 
cortisone and we knew that this was not really 
good for his health. So we put a bandage with the 
converter onto the painful area and left it there for 
10 days. He is obviously no longer in pain, now 
he is running and jumping around like he did a 
year ago. We have now attached one converter 
to his food bowl and another one to his sleeping 
place. That makes a total of three. But it was 
worth it. The result has left us really delighted.


